A Load of Kamala Koma
Kobblers
A less than faithful account of:
Run 192
Date: Tuesday 25th September 2018
Location: Heroines Monument Area
Hares: Wobbly Snot Stick & The Mighty Quim
“We need a scribe!” they said. Or, rather, Singha said. “We’ve had a couple of months of shit
attendance and the pips in my pocket are squeaking. We need to generate some dosh pretty
toute-de-fucking-suite and the only way to do that is to attract more Koma hashers. So, we need a
scribe to juice up the Koma myth. OK, we might lose quality at the expense of numbers but Fungus’s
cash is as good as any others. So get writing. And make it funny!” (Ummm!) And so …..
The Hares and the Run
Stand-in GM Singha starts the circle by insisting that he likes a tight circle and, once obtained, calls in
hares Wobbly Snot Stick and The Mighty Quim. Although chastised for plagiarising Singha’s very
own trail of just last month the general consensus was of a very good run. Mostly flat (just like the
ol’timers like it) it nonetheless featured woodland, pineapple fields, established tracks, a little bit of
road-running and generally pleasing scenery. Perfect running weather and an exceptionally well-laid
trail all added up to top marks for the Hares.
An additional bonus - obviously by complete accident, although the Hares claimed otherwise - was
that runners and walkers all returned within 5 minutes of each other … apart from a group led by
Singha who reckoned he knew a “nice little short cut”. By the look on the face of the late returning
Sweet Smelling Sperm Droplet, he wished he’d stayed on trail instead of being tempted by a
promise of an early return to the beer truck. FRB’s were Master Baker and visiting 60’s throwback
candidate Plastic Jesus - BRB was, of course, attempt-at-short-cutting bastard Singha. The
self-proclaimed runners’ runner SAD Gobbler was called out for blatant short-cutting which propelled
him from last position (back of the FRBs) to pole position (front of the walkers) in one very foul 200
metre swoop.
Returnees, Virgins and Visiting Hashers
There were far too many returnees to list (9 perhaps). No virgins but onc stand out pro-hashers from
Ottawa, Plastic Jesus. Mighty Arse should also be in this list somewhere, but not sure where.
Point of note was that the Kathu Mafia (Bum Scraper, Paper and Always Wet) volunteered for the
job of January Hares. Well done, ladies!
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Run Offences and Other Kobblers
In quick succession we had SAD Gobbler short-cutting, Hares placing the circle in the middle of a
dual carriageway, and Always Wet calling out Hares for setting “bloody long falsies”. But, to be
honest, there wasn’t an awful lot wrong with this run and criticism was minimal. So let’s move onto
other Kobblers …
-

-

Singha felt the need to reminisce on his days with the Cambridge hash when he ran the Red
Dress in a home-made Vagina suit. Apparently his mother made it in stages so she never
knew what the finished article was … until she saw a photo on the Hash website. Obvious
lewd comments were subdued out of respect for our stand-in GM.
Hotlips and Mighty Arse ridiculed for staying on the bus and only coming out for beers.
Miss Philippines (she needs a name change) for announcing from the back of the bus
“Nobody look! I’m changing!”. Which caused eight pairs of eyes to dart in her direction. Ooops!
Mind The Gap for only just making the Hash Bus departure from Kamala
Singha for taking his circuitous route but, in a fortunate turn of events, rescuing a hopelessly
lost Duncan Disorderly.
UCC wondered why there were so many drinks sitting on the table … so was invited to help
out by down-downing a large one.
All the girls were called out … for outnumbering the men at this week’s run. A nice change
from a few years back when the girlies were in an acute minority.
Soy Dog called out Always Wet for absconding from Phuket hash Whipping Girl duties and
leaving her to pick up the pieces.
Sweet Smelling Sperm Droplet discussed the aesthetics of the “Yes” word in the Thai and
Tagalog languages. Upon a vote it was decided that “Oh...Oh!” sounded better than “Errgh”.

Mr and Mrs - Slag Off Session
Yes, this could be a new feature of the Koma Hash. (There’s a Thai word for this game but the Scribe
did not pick it up). Basically, a married couple are invited into the circle to air their personal grievances
against each other. So step up SAD Gobbler and FA Cup. First off, SAD slams FA for her back seat
driving and insisting he doesn’t hoot stray dogs in the middle of a shagging session (the dogs’ … not
theirs) FA Cup comes back with the winning retort where she reveals the morning when SAD put on a
clean pair of white trousers. He’d spend most of the day farting, so much so that a yellow mark
appeared along the line of his crack. And the winner was: FA Cup!
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Kobblers Komments
So the idea of a Koma Scribe might be a good one … except for one thing; neglecting to appoint a
replacement hash flash. For that reason the photos contained in this Load of Kobblers report are
restricted to those take by the scribe. Balancing a writing pad, taking piccies and drinking beer (not
necessarily in that order) is more than one simple bloke can manage. Perhaps we’ll get it right next
time but, meanwhile, apologies for no piccies of the Hares.

Bus Antics
The Scribe cannot comment on the On In which was sure to have been excellent as it always is at
Master Baker’s place. And judging by the frivolity and singing on the bus, it will have been a great
evening as well as a great day. Congratulations to the Hares Wobbly Snot Stick and The Mighty
Quim, but also to the Stand-In GM Singha who did a masterful job as ringleader to the day’s
proceedings.
On On!
Tight Fit
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